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Abstract: In human–robot interaction (HRI), sharing emotions between the human and robot is
one of the most important elements. However, market trends suggest that being able to perform
productive tasks is more important than being able to express emotions in order for robots to be
more accepted by society. In this study, we introduce a method of conveying emotions through a
robot arm while it simultaneously executes main tasks. This method utilizes the null space control
scheme to exploit the kinematic redundancy of a robot manipulator. In addition, the concept of
manipulability ellipsoid is used to maximize the motion in the kinematic redundancy. The “Nextage-
Open” robot was used to implement the proposed method, and HRI was recorded on video. Using
these videos, a questionnaire with Pleasure–Arousal–Dominance (PAD) scale was conducted via the
internet to evaluate people’s impressions of the robot’s emotions. The results suggested that even
when industrial machines perform emotional behaviors within the safety standards set by the ISO/TS
15066, it is difficult to provide enough variety for each emotion to be perceived differently. However,
people’s reactions to the unclear movements yielded useful and interesting results, showing the
complementary roles of motion features, interaction content, prejudice toward robots, and facial
expressions in understanding emotion.

Keywords: human robot interaction; kinematic redundancy; manipulator; emotion

1. Introduction

As social robots become more integrated into daily life, an important question arises:
how can robots become more acceptable for people? In the 2017 Pew Research Center
survey “Automation in Everyday Life”, 4135 people in the United States were asked,
“Are you interested in using robots in your daily life, including care-giving?” Out of the
respondents, 64% had negative perceptions on robots, stating that they “can’t read robots’
mood" and that robots are “simply scary" [1]. One of the ways being explored to gain user
acceptance is to incorporate expressive movements. In order to overcome the negative
reputation of robots, researchers have been implementing emotions into robots which are
expressed toward the human user [2–5]. This can be accomplished by displaying affective
content on the screen, through expressive sound and through movements. One of the main
purposes of robots expressing emotions is that it gives social value to interactions between
people and robots. In other words, when people empathize and socialize with robots,
the robots are no longer recognized as simply a “tool” but as something social, which can
help to appease feelings of aversion and dislike for robots. We aim to change the perception
of robots as a mere tool through the emotional expression of robots which can draw out
human empathy in a natural way. This should significantly impact the way robots will be
used in the general society in the future. For example, it may prevent robots being used in
public from being harassed by passersby, particularly in the service industry [6].
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If a robot does not have a display board or voice function, such as a robot arm, it
may be still able to communicate through motion. Researchers have been trying to convey
certain emotions through robot motions (see Section 2.2). For instance, Knight attempted
to use a small robot that only has a few degrees of freedom [2], and Beck et al. used a
humanoid that utilizes human gesture information to generate expressive robot motions [3].
In these studies, the general tactics for differentiating emotions are adjusting pre-existing
gestures/postures and/or the velocity of the motions. Those attempts have successfully
conveyed arousal and mood through robot motion.

However, most research on emotional robots treat emotion conveyance as the main
task, so the robots cannot do any other productive tasks such as manipulating objects.
People’s expectations of robots are becoming clearer, and the impression of usefulness
is generally an important element in the public perception of robots. The reality is that
household robots such as Vector and Kuri, which are only for sharing emotions, are forced
to withdraw from the market even though these companies were viewed as promising [7].
This trend implies that in order for a robot to be accepted, it should have both a productive
function and an element that appeals to human sensibilities.

In this research, we develop a motion system that performs tasks while expressing
emotions using the kinematic redundancy of robot arms. The abstracted idea is shown in
Figure 1. A system for performing emotional actions using redundant degrees of freedom
while performing industrial tasks has not yet been demonstrated in the social robot field.
Although Claret et al. have shown an example of a humanoid (Pepper) that utilizes the
redundant degrees of freedom to express emotion, its main task was a waving gesture
and emotion conveyance, while productive task were not implemented [4]. In contrast,
the target of our study is a robot arm that is specialized in productive tasks. Furthermore,
we will mention the concerns of work-oriented robots as they work in the real world,
expressing their emotions through their motions.

Figure 1. The main idea is the coexistence of productive tasks and emotional expression behavior.
The robot’s mood is communicated to the observer through emotional movement within a range of
redundant degrees of freedom so as not to affect the main (productive) task at hand.. The robot in
this figure is Panda arm from Franka Emika [8].

2. Related Work
2.1. Human-Robot-Interaction (HRI) and Social Robotics

Social skills, including the ability to express emotions, are important for robots to
become more productive members of society. If robots are to become commonplace and
act autonomously in public spaces and homes in the future, human cooperation will be
essential for this to happen [6]. That cooperation may take the form of personal human
help or robot-friendly social rules. To elicit this human cooperation, robots need to be
socially accepted by humans. As mentioned in [1], robots used in the general environment
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are still not considered pleasant and tend to be considered creepy because their emotions
are unreadable. In fact, Kulic and Croft point out the fact that robot motions may create
anxiety in the users, and that there is a need to design robot motions that ease the interac-
tion between the human and the robot [9]. Therefore, research on having robots express
emotions is important, and through this research, we can gain more knowledge about how
humans perceive emotions toward robots.

In HRI research, robot control and human perception have been studied in two
research directions: physical (pHRI) and social (sHRI). Our study falls under sHRI. Much
of pHRI research is focused on robots, developing control frameworks that treat humans as
extraneous noise, external forces, or another “robot” [10–12]. In contrast, sHRI research is
focused on human perception. sHRI without physical contact has often been investigated
through specially designed experiments. Researchers have been trying to analyze mental
states, comfort, sense of safety, sociability, and general perceptions of users. Such mental
measures are often acquired using post-experimental questionnaires [13–16].

Weiss et al. [13] used the HRP-2 humanoid to investigate whether the general attitude
of people who are skeptical toward robots changed after interacting with the robot. Our
study uses the Negative Attitude Toward Robot Scale (see Section 6.1.3) used in their
research. Kamide et al. [15] aimed to discover the basic factors for determining the “Anshin”
of humanoids from the viewpoint of potential users. “Anshin” is the Japanese concept of
subjective well-being toward life with artificial products. According to the factor analysis
in their research, the five factors of Anshin are comfort, performance, peace of mind,
controllability, and robot-likeness. Existing sHRI studies have also attempted to give
robots emotional intelligence and investigate the human perception of emotional robots as
mentioned in the following section.

2.2. Expressive Motion by Robots

Emotional expression through movements in a robotic arm has two important ad-
vantages. The first is that there is no cost for additional devices for emotional expression.
Certainly, retrofitted devices such as displays, voice devices, and LEDs could be used to
communicate the mood and internal state of the robot to the outside world. However, these
exposed devices are tricky to adapt to a design that can withstand the harsh general envi-
ronment, and for public facilities where a more robust design is required, the availability
of a simple and plain robot arm is desirable. Emotional expression through movement
utilizes the robot’s innate kinematic degrees of freedom, thus keeping the design very
simple and minimal. The second important aspect is the ability to emphasize presence.
As often mentioned in studies of telepresence robots [17,18], presence plays an important
role in gaining respect from humans. A flimsy impression diminishes its importance to the
individual, causing him or her to lose interest or to treat it thoughtlessly. Appealing to the
robot’s internal information not only through displays and voice, but also through actual
actions, can elicit human empathy for the robot in a natural way and provide social value
through interaction.

Expressing emotions through body motions has been studied in the fields of animation
and computer graphics for decades, although it was not until the beginning of 21st century
that this was studied in robotics. Kulic and Croft [9] presented the first study of this kind,
in which they found that robot motions may cause users to feel anxious. They also pointed
out the need to design robot motions so that the interaction is more comfortable between
the user and the robot. Saerbeck and Bartneck [19] proposed a method that effectively
transmits different emotional states to the user by varying the velocity and acceleration of
the robot. The proposed solution has been implemented in a Roomba robot and further
shown to be extendable to other robots.

Beck et al. proposed a method for generating emotional expressions in robots by
interpolating between robot configurations which are associated with specific emotional
expressions [3]. The emotions are selected from the Circumplex model of emotions [20].
This model plays an important role in mathematically defining emotions as points in a two-
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dimensional space, allowing each point to correspond to different emotions. The Pleasure–
Arousal–Dominance (PAD) model [21] is also widely used as a tool to express emotions
numerically (see Section 5.2).

An approach has also been taken to add an offset to the known gesture behavior in
terms of position and its velocity. For instance, the method proposed by Lim et al. [5] varies
the final position and velocity of the base gesture on the basis of the intensity and type of
emotion the humanoid robot wishes to convey. In their study, the amount of offset is varied
on the basis of the features extracted from the speech signal. Similarly, Nakagawa et al.’s
study [22] showed a correspondence between emotion and offset based on the Circumplex
model. By adding this offset to the intermediate configuration and velocity of a given
trajectory, emotional nuances are added to the trajectory. Thus, the trajectory can be
parameterized in two dimensions to express the intended emotion.

Claret et al. proposed using the extra degrees of freedom left over from the robot’s
kinematic redundancy to make the robot express emotions [4]. This concept is based on a
technique called null space control [23] (see Section 4.2), which uses the extra degrees of
freedom to perform an additional task as a sub-task even when the robot is performing
its main task. This approach was applied to the humanoid robot Pepper, which was given
the gesture of waving as its main task, and an emotional movement component was given
as a sub-task. With this method, the robot was able to express emotions simultaneously
expressed while performing the main task of hand waving.

In spite of the amount of research presented by the robotic community about emotional
motion, the available approaches only deal with emotional movement as the main task.
These approaches limit their usage of robots in situations where the robot is only required
to perform this single task. This will force the robotic system to switch frequently between
the productive task mode and emotional expression mode. The smooth transition between
those modes might be tricky, since such switching of tasks is wired from a human point of
view and could extend time to complete the productive task. On the other hand, our study
examines emotional expression while performing a productive task through manipulators.
This method utilizes null space control to exploit redundant Degree of Freedom (DoF) as
same as the study of Claret et al. [4]. Furthermore, it adapts the concept of manipulability
ellipsoid to null space to maximize emotional expression in manipulator’s null space. The
coexistence of a productive task and emotional motion is not analyzed in the study of
Claret et al. In addition, the method for effectively regulating the emotional movements
expressed within the redundant degrees of freedom using manipulability ellipsoid is newly
proposed.

2.3. Exploiting Kinematic Redundancy

Liégeois [24] and Klein and Huang [25] pointed out that if the number of task-required
dimensions is lower than the number of robot joints, the robot is considered as redundant,
and it is possible to program multiple tasks, regardless of whether the robot structure is
redundant. The most common method of exploiting robot redundancy is the null space of
the robot’s Jacobian. In this method, the potential function is projected onto the kernel of
the main task. In other words, only the space of joint speeds that can be executed without
affecting the main task is made available to the sub-task [24,26]. In this approach, the first
task is guaranteed to be executed, and the second task is executed only if sufficient degrees
of freedom remain in the system, thus avoiding inter-task conflicts.

There are several examples of implementing secondary tasks using the Jacobian null
space approach. For instance, Liégeois implemented joint limit avoidance [24], and Nemec
and Zlajpah demonstrated singularity avoidance [27]. In addition, Maciejewski and Klein
developed a self-collision avoidance system [28]. Hollerbach and Suh implemented torque
minimization [29], and Baerlocher and Boulic demonstrated the simultaneous positioning
of multiple end-effectors [30]. In a subsequent study, they demonstrated center of mass
positioning for humanoids [31]. Peng and Adachi added compliant control to the null
space of the 3 DoF robot manipulator [32].
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On the other hand, the work of Claret et al. [4] is the only example of a study in which
emotional expression was set as a sub-task.

3. Contribution

The contributions of this work are as follows. First, we introduce a novel emotion
expression method that allows robotic manipulators to conduct productive tasks and
emotional expression simultaneously. This method uses null space control to exploit the
kinematic redundancy of the robotic arm. Furthermore, the author proposed a method
that adapts manipulability ellipsoid into the null space to maximize motion in the null
space effectively. By adjusting the velocity, jerkiness, and spatial extent of the null space
motion, this method enables any manipulator to show its mood while executing the main
task at its end-effector. This study is distinct among studies about emotional expression by
motion, because this method set a productive task as the first priority and sets emotional
motion as a sub-task. This method seeks the possibility of robot’s better acceptance by
general people by showing both productive skill and social skill that are important to have
in human society.

Additionally, the second contribution is providing actual examples of emotional
expression within the speed limit as stated in the guidelines for industrial robots performing
cooperative tasks by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO/TS 15066 [33]).
We discuss the potential problems of emotional expression by robots that can perform
productive tasks, such as industrial machines. This example reminds us of important issues
when a powerful robot under current rules expresses emotions in an environment close to
people. The issue is the powerful robot system needs to follow strict safety measurements,
and it restricts expressive motion elements such as velocity, jerkiness and spatial extent.
On the other hand, the questionnaire depicts that people still make sense of robot emotion
based on the context of interaction, gaze/facial movements, and prejudices against robots,
even though the emotional motion elements are unclear. It points out an interesting
possibility of emotion conveyance of heavy/powerful robots by controlling those elements
other than the motion elements.

Figure 2 provides an outline of our research. Section 4 describes the kinematics
model for redundant robot manipulators. Section 5 introduces the proposed emotion
conveyance method. Section 6 describes the implementation of the method on a real robot,
questionnaire contents, and experiment. Sections 7 and 8 present the experimental results
and the discussion, respectively. Section 9 concludes this paper.

Figure 2. Emotional information is given to the robot as PAD parameters, which are converted into a
set of motion feature parameters Jr, Ve, Sp with reference to previous studies in cognitive engineering.
Then, depending on the values of the motion features, the emotional motion in the null space is
generated using its manipulability ellipsoid. This emotional motion was performed by the robot
through null space control and recorded on video for an online survey.
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4. Robot Manipulator with Kinematic Redundancy

The definition of a redundant manipulator and its kinematics are described here.
A redundant manipulator is defined as a manipulator that has more degrees of freedom
(DoFs) than a task requires. The Jacobian is related to the DoF of the end-effector. In other
words, it indicates the direction in which the end-effector can move at that joint coordination
q. The maximum rank of this Jacobian M is equal to the DoF of the task in Cartesian space.
Here, let us assume that the manipulator has N DoF and the rank of Jacobian r; thus, there
would be three cases as shown below.

1. In the case of (N = M).
The manipulator has the exact number of DoF that is required to complete the main
task at its end-effector.

2. In the case of (N > M).
The manipulator is redundant with degree of (N−M). The manipulator has the ability
to move along its redundant space without moving its end-effector, and that kinetic
redundant space is often referred to as Null Space in robotic motion control.

3. In the case of (r < M).
The manipulator is at the singular pose with degree of (M-r), and its end-effector
cannot move to the certain direction (degenerate direction). If the Jacobian is a square
matrix, this is the case when the determinant of the matrix is 0. For the other case,
such as the case of the redundant manipulator, it is the case when the determinant of
the product of Jacobian and its transpose is 0.

4.1. Kinematics of Robotic Manipulators

In this study, the robot’s emotional motion was generated via Null Space Control [23]
and it is closely related to kinematics such as Jacobian matrix. So, let us note the basics
of the manipulator’s kinematics in this section. First, in the inverse kinematics of the
robot arm, the relationship between the position and orientation X in three-dimensional
space and the joint angle vector q can be expressed as X = f(q) using a certain nonlinear
function f. Then, the differential relation in that equation can be expressed by a certain
linear expression with Jacobian J(q) := δ f /δq as the coefficient matrix.

Ẋ = J q̇ (1)

There are two approaches to inverse kinematics with redundancy: one is to solve
equation X = f(q) using numerical methods such the Paul method [34], and the other is to
solve Equation (1). However, in the case of singular postures, since Jacobians do not have
inverses, Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverses are often used.

q̇ = J+ Ẋ (2)

However, in singular postures, even pseudo-inverse matrices can deteriorate the accu-
racy of the computation, and they may generate discontinuous values when incorporated
into a closed-loop control system. Therefore, in this study, the SR-Inverse (singularity
robust inverse) was used [35].

J# := JT(JJT+kI)−1 (3)

where I is the identity matrix and k is a very small positive arbitrary constant. By using
this SR inverse matrix, it avoids dealing with exact values in the process of calculating
the inverse matrix in singular postures and thus prevents discontinuity in the time series
calculation results.

4.2. Null Space Control

Null space control is a method of controlling robot motion in the space of joint angular
velocity or joint angular accelerations in degrees of freedom that are not used in the main
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task [23]. There are many studies that take advantage of the kinematic redundancy of
robots as mentioned in Section 2.

The null space projection matrix N can be calculated from Jacobian.

N = I− J#J (4)

In this research, since a 7-DoF manipulator is used, at least one redundant DoF
is basically ensured, as shown in Figure 3, but depending on the type of task, there
may be more than two redundant DoFs. For example, the task of moving a ball along a
fixed trajectory is represented by 3-DoFs (x, y, z) for position only if the rotation of the
ball (θx, θy, θz) is arbitrary, which means that the 7-DoF manipulator has a 4th degree of
redundancy. In order to effectively utilize this redundancy, we devise a new method for
the Jacobian J0 that is used to calculate the null space projection matrix N.

J0 = (JTI0)T

I0 :=

ix 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 iθz


iα =

{
1 (α ∈ main task)
0 (α /∈ main task)

α ∈
[
x, y, z, θx, θy, θz

]

(5)

Using this N, any additional motion q̇add can be added to the main task q̇task by
projecting it in the null space. The new motion q̇re f takes a form that does not affect the
main task at the end-effector.

q̇re f = q̇task + N q̇add

⇒ J#Ẋtask + (I− J#
0J0)q̇emo

(6)

The final reference trajectory which contains the main task and emotional motion q̇emo
is given in the second line of Equation (6). Ẋtask is the main task of the end-effector. In this
research, it is important to define the emotional component q̇emo effectively, because it
will be trimmed into the null space, and it might lose some important motion feature such
as spatial extension of the motions that would convey a dominance level of the mood.
To cover this issue, the manipulability ellipsoid is adapted in null space control as described
later in Section 5.4.
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Figure 3. A redundant robotic manipulator can move parts of the body without affecting the position
and/or posture of its end-effector.. The robot in this figure is LWR iiwa from KUKA [36].

5. Emotional Conveyance
5.1. Proposed Method

Our method is for generating a joint space motion for robotic manipulators. The gen-
erated joint space motion contains both the main task at the end-effector and the emotional
motion in its null space. In order to express the intended emotion correctly, the corre-
sponding motion features jerkiness, velocity and spatial extent are adjusted. The motion
features were selected on the basis of state-of-the-art studies in the cognitive engineering
field. Finally, the adjusted motion features are effectively executed in the null space by
using the concept of manipulability ellipsoid.

Similar to Claret et al.’s work [4], our proposed method converts emotion (PAD)
into motion features. However, in contrast to previous work, we concentrate on robotic
manipulators that execute productive tasks at the end-effector. While the previous related
work focused on humanoids and set gestures (e.g., waving) as the main task, our method
enables robots to be productive and expressive at same time. In addition, our method of
converting emotion to motion features differs from that of previous work, which converted
emotion (PAD) into motion features by a simple linear formula. We use findings from
previous cognitive engineering studies [37–39], focusing on the velocity of the motion
to convey emotions. Furthermore, instead of the motion feature Gaze that is used in
Claret et al.’s work, we introduce Spatial Extent to express the dominance of the emotion,
since manipulators do not have eyes. The degree of spatial extent was represented using
geometric entropy [40].

5.2. From Emotion: PAD to the Motion Features: JrVeSp

The PAD model is by Mehrabian [21] and used to express emotions in numbers.
In this model, a certain emotion is described by three elements: pleasure P , arousal A
and dominance D. Each elements are nearly independent and take values from −1 to 1
contentiously. Thus, different emotions can be expressed as points in the 3D space (PAD
space), as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. PAD space model by Mehrabian [21]: A single emotion can be broken down into three
components: arousal, pleasure, and dominance. Each components takes a value between −1 and 1.

Several studies have attempted to correlate human gestures with PAD parameters [37,41].
However, as many studies have shown, it is not the meaning of the gesture categories that is
important for humans to recognize and distinguish emotions in nonverbal communication
but rather the elements of motion contained in the movements [42–46]. There are research
studies on mapping the relationship between movement elements and PAD parameters to
make robots perform actions that match emotions [4,5]. In the study by Claret et al. [4] using
the humanoid robot Pepper, jerkiness and activity were used as adjustment parameters.
Following the work of Lim et al. [5], they mapped the correspondence between these
movement features and PAD parameters, generated affective movements, and verified the
validity of emotion transfer. In the study by Donald et al. [37], 25 movement elements are
described as transmitting emotional information, and in particular, four of them are capable
of expressing most emotions. These four movement components are Activity, Excursion,
Extent, and Jerkiness. Activity corresponds to the energy of movement. Excursion indicates
how kinetic energy is distributed throughout the movement, while Extent refers to how
large the gestures of the hands and arms are. Jerkiness is the derivative of acceleration.

5.2.1. Kinetic Energy

It is stated that the energy of movement ( Activity ) is positively correlated with
the degree of excitation. Therefore, it can be considered that the movement component
corresponding to the Arousal in the PAD parameters is the kinetic energy of the movement.
In addition, in a study by Wallbott et al. [38], the kinetic energy of movement (Ek) was
found to play an important role in identifying the 14 emotions.

Ek =
1
2

q̇T IM q̇ (7)

For instance, when the kinetic energy was high, the emotion expressed by the move-
ment was perceived as anger, and when it was low, the emotion was perceived as joy or
fear (see Figure 5). In Equation (7), IM denotes the inertial matrix of the manipulator.
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Figure 5. Finding of the research by Wallbott et al. [38]. When the kinetic energy was high, the emotion
expressed by the movement was perceived as anger, and when it was low, the emotion was perceived
as joy or fear.

5.2.2. Jerkiness/Smoothness

It was also stated that Jerkiness is negatively correlated with Pleasure in case of
highly excited emotions [37,39]. Therefore, it is considered that the lower the value of
Jerkiness (smooth movement), the more positive emotion can be expressed. Although the
aforementioned kinetic energy can be perceived as both positive and negative emotion
depending on its magnitude, it is expected that the addition of Jerkiness information will
allow humans to distinguish the positiveness of the emotion, such as between joy and fear.

5.2.3. Spatial Extent

In the previous research [4], it is mentioned that the direction of eye (gaze) is sig-
nificantly related to the transmission of dominance D in the PAD parameters. However,
since the robot arm in general does not have parts corresponding to the face and eyes,
eye movements cannot be introduced into the motion. On the other hand, Wallbot [38]
regarded the spatial extension of movements as an indicator for distinguishing between
active and passive emotions. Therefore, we treat the range of spatial use as corresponding
to the D parameter in the PAD parameters.

In order to represent the spatial extension of the joints’ trajectories, the Geometric
Entropy is used. The measure of geometric entropy provides information on how much the
trajectory is spread/dispersed over the available space [40]. Glowinski et al. [47] showed
in his study about affective gestures that the Geometric Entropy Index can be used for
comparison of the hand trajectories’ spatial extension. In addition, it is stated that the
Geometric Entropy informs how the available space is explored even in very restrained
spaces, including the extreme condition of close trajectory. The joints’ trajectories exhibited
in the null space frequently fell into such cases. The geometric entropy (Hge) is computed
by taking the natural logarithm of two times the length of the pattern traveled by the robot’s
links (LP) divided by the perimeter of the convex hull around that path (c) as shown in
Equation (8). Hge is computed on the frontal plane relative to the participant’s point of
view. The Geometric Entropy is computed for all links and summed up to represent one
emotional motion as whole.

Hge = log
2× LP

c
(8)

5.2.4. PAD to JrVeSp

Based on the information from the references mentioned above, this study will be
communicating a rough image of emotion (anger, joy, fear, boredom) by regulating the
energy of movement (velocity), and of making people perceive positivity/negativity and
dominance level by using the degree of jerkiness and the level of spatial extent.

Here is the mapping between the points in the PAD space [PAD]T ∈ [−1, 1]3 to the
points in the JrVeSp space within the normalized domain [JrVeSp]T ∈ [0, 1]3 (Equation (9)).
Jr, Ve and Sp are motion feature parameters that represents jerkiness, velocity and spatial
extent, respectively. The motion feature parameter configures the amount of corresponding
motion feature in the emotional motion. Mappings for jerkiness and spatial extent were
defined linearly with reference to Claret’s study [4]. On the other hand, the mappings for
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velocity were defined to reflect the findings presented in Wallbott’s study [38], as shown in
in Figure 6. The actual equation of fv is shown in Equation (A1) in Appendix B.

Fjvs :

P
A
D

→
 Jr

Ve
Sp

 =


P−1

2

fv([PAD])

D+1
2

 (9)

where

fv =



1 PADHostile
= [-1, 1, 1]

0.5 PADExuberant,Anxious
= [1, 1, 1], [-1, 1,-1]

0 PADBored
= [-1,-1,-1]

[0 ∼ 1] PADother

(10)

5.3. From Motion Features: JrVeSp to Emotional Motion in Null Space

The effective way to define adjustable emotional motion is presented by Claret et al. [4].
In their work, the motion was defined in joint velocity space. In contrast, the emotional
motion is defined in form of the Cartesian space speed (not velocity) Vemo of each ith joint
in this study, since this work is focusing on the motion in 3D space.

iVemo = Femo(Jr, Ve, Sp)

= Ai sin(ωi t + φi)
(11)

where
Ai = fA([Jr, Ve, Sp])

ωi = fω([Jr, Ve, Sp])

φi = fφ([Jr, Ve, Sp])

(12)
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Figure 6. Expressed the finding of the research by Wallbott [38] by mapping fv.

By adjusting the amplitude A, frequency ω and phase disturbance φ, certain motion
features such as velocity, jerkiness and spatial extension in Cartesian space can be modified.
The Ai is the amplitude of the sinusoidal wave, which regulates the maximum speed of the
emotional motion. This coefficient is directly related to the kinetic energy of the motion.
On the other hand, this coefficient also has a significant impact on the spatial extent as
well. This is because, in general, in continuous motion, the greater the velocity in three-
dimensional space, the greater the space used by the motion. Therefore, the coefficient that
defines the maximum value of this velocity A was designed to be proportional to both Ve
and Sp parameters as shown below.

Ai = Ve Sp limi (13)

where limi is the maximum acceptable velocity of the ith joint. This limits the motion of the
joint in redundant space to the range of [0, limi].

Next, the phase disturbance of the sinusoidal wave φ affects the jerkiness when it is
set as below.

φi = Bisin(ωbt) + Cicos(ωct) (14)

where
Bi
Ci

}
= Jr φimax

ωb = kb ωi, ωc = kc ωi

(15)

φimax is the maximum design value of the phase shift for the ith joint. This limits the
phase shift to a maximum of 2φimax. ωb and ωc are the frequency of the phase disturbance.
These are determined relative to ωi in Equation (11) using positive value constants kb, kc.

Finally, the frequency of the periodic velocity shift in 3D space ωi has an effect on the
spatial extent of the motion. The frequency ωi was defined to be inversely correlated to Sp.
In this way, as the Sp parameter increases, the velocity change in three-dimensional space
is expected to be slower, and the spatial utilization of the motion is larger.

ωi = −Sp kSp + kω (16)
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where kSp and kω are constant for parameter Sp and the offset (max value) of the frequency,
respectively. The constant kSp is set to be the minimum value of the ωi, which is more
than 0.

From the above equations, a motion Vemo involving features of jerkiness, velocity,
spatial extent specified by the [Jr, Ve, Sp]T parameter is defined. However, since this is
defined in the form of speed in 3D space, the direction in which this speed is to be achieved
must be specified appropriately. For example, if the axis of this speed can always be set in a
direction in which the robot can move without affecting the main task, then the designed
motion feature could be realized in the null space. On the other hand, if the direction of
Vemo is set in a direction in which it is structurally impossible to move, most of the motion
feature will be lost when it is projected to the null space. Therefore, this study addresses
this issue using manipulability ellipsoid. The manipulability ellipsoid is projected into the
null space, and its first principal axis is set as the direction of Vemo. This means that the
manipulator always moves for emotional expression in the direction in which it can move
in the null space. Therefore, the amount of motion feature lost by the null-space projection
matrix can be minimized. Vemo was converted to the velocity of 3D space emotional motion
Xemo as shown in the following section.

5.4. Manipulability Ellipsoid in the Null Space

Manipulability ellipsoids are effective tools to perform task space analysis of robotic
manipulators. Generally, it is used for the evaluation of the capability at the end-effector in
terms of velocities, accelerations and forces. There have been many studies about manip-
ulability ellipsoid. For instance, Yoshikawa introduced the manipulability ellipsoid with
consideration of dynamics of the manipulators, which are called dynamic manipulability
ellipsoid [48]. In addition, He presented the manipulability ellipsoid for manipulators with
redundancy [49]. Chiacchio et al. have focused on a singular pose of the manipulator and
improved the manipulability ellipsoid for manipulators with redundancy in terms of task-
space accelerations [50]. However, those works are about end-effectors, and only recently
have manipulability ellipsoids in null space in redundant manipulators been studied by
Kim et al., in 2021 [51]. A simplified image of the manipulability ellipsoid of the robot arm
and its projection to its null space is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Manipulability Ellipsoid for 4th joint. The blue/bigger ellipsoid is for the normal un-
bounded case. The red/smaller ellipsoid represents the one in the degrees of freedom constrained by
the end-effector. The robot in this figure is a Jaco-arm from Kinova [52].
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In Kim et al.’s study, it is stated that the primary axis of the manipulability ellipsoid
iẊelp for the ith joint that is constrained by the end-effectors motion can be calculated using
null space projection matrixes N and Jacobian J.

iẊelp = σ1U1 (17)

where
iJN = UΣVT

iJN := JiNi

(18)

The null projected Jacobian iJN contains the relationship between the joint and the
task motion in the null space. The null projected Jacobian of the ith link is a product of the
elements of the 1− ith row and column of the null space projection matrix Ni and Jacobian
of the ith link Ji. The relationship can be obtained from the singular values and vectors
by the singular value decomposition (SVD) as Equation (18) shows. Here, U ∈ Rn×n and
V ∈ Rm×m are orthogonal unitary matrices involving singular vectors of iJN and Σ ∈ Rn×m

includes singular values, σi in the diagonal elements. Thus, the primary axis of the null
projected manipulability ellipsoid could be obtained with the first singular value σ1 and
the singular vectors of the first row of U, as shown in Equation (17).

Finally, the emotional motion speed for each joint Vemo from Equation (11) was
transformed to the velocity along the vector Ẋelp and set as emotional motion Ẋemo using
Equation (20). Then, it is converted to the joint space velocity motion q̇emo as below.

q̇emo(t) = ∑
nj
i=1

iq̇emo(t)

iq̇emo(t) = J#
i

iẊemo(t)
(19)

where,
iẊemo(t) =i Vemo(t) iẊelp (20)

Here, nj represents the total number of joints. Note here that we are adding up the
joint displacements to move each joint in the null space. This is because the aim is to allow
each joint to move to its maximum extent in its null space. In a redundant robot arm with a
serial structure, the joints located in the middle have the largest range of movement in the
null space due to its structure. Therefore, when the joint displacements for each joint to
move in the null space are added together, the displacement to move the joint located in
the middle naturally becomes dominant. Although this effect will be small for a fewer DoF
robot arm case, this method can be applied to linearly structured robots with any degrees
of freedom, and therefore, the advantage will be significant when applied to a robot arm
with larger DoF.

Finally, Equation (6) is used to transfer this emotional motion to the null space.
As noted above, the direction of this emotional motion is set as the principal axis of
the null space manipulability ellipsoid of each joint, so that maximum expressivity can
be expected.

6. Implementation

The proposed method is implemented to an upper-half body humanoid “Nextage-
Open” shown in Figure 8, which is developed by Kawada Robotics. Nextage-Open is
one of the industrial robots with two 6 DoF manipulators. However, the manipulator can
have 7 DoF when the chest joint is included (1st joint in Figure 8). The main task at the
end-effector is set as moving an object in a horizontal semicircle line. Only the position of
the object was specified so that the robot has a 4th degree of redundancy (3 rotational + 1
structural). The joint position control was performed with high accuracy by the internal
controller. The implementation is completed through Python3, and the robot was operated
via a Robot Operating System (ROS: Melodic) with Ubuntu environment (Ubuntu 18.04).
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Figure 8. Nextage-Open from Kawada Robotics. Its arm has 7 DoF if the chest joint is included.
The mass is 36 kg, and height is 0.93 m.

The human-shaped robot was chosen to conduct a survey, so that the participants can
naturally perceive emotion. The point of this work is that it can be applied to any form of
single tree structure robot, and it can move emotionally without disturbing the main task.

In this implementation, eight kinds of extreme emotions which are located at the vertices
of the cube formed in the PAD space in Figure 4 were used to generate emotional motions.
Namely, Hostile (PAD = [−1,1,1]), Exuberant (PAD = [1,1,1]), Disdainful (PAD = [−1,−1,1]),
Relaxed (PAD = [1,−1,1]), Dependent (PAD = [1,1,−1]), Anxious (PAD = [−1,1,−1]), Bored
(PAD = [−1,−1,−1]), and Intermediate. Additionally, the intermediate motion (PAD = [0,0,0])
is generated. These emotions are manually set to see if people can differentiate those
emotions where their motions ought to be different from each other. The proposed method
generates a robot’s motion that executes the main task with emotional motion as the sub-
task in its null space, in which motion features such as velocity, jerkiness and spatial extent
are adjusted according to the emotion of the robot (PAD parameters). The method to
generate emotional motion from PAD parameters is explained in Section 5.

In order to avoid self-collision, the motor position limit and velocity limit were strictly
set for each joint following the regulations based on the ISO/TS 15066 and ISO 10218-
1 [33]. In addition, the emotional motion was simulated in a Gazebo simulator and saved
beforehand; then, it was played at the right moment along the scenario even though this
method can generate emotional null space motion online along the main task execution.
This is because the robot was owned by Kawada Robotics, and our team want maximum
safety for people and the robot. In addition, the other arm (left) that is not conducting
the main task was used to express emotion in null space as well, while it maintains a safe
distance from the other arm. The neck and face were simply tracking the object during
the interaction except for the part of the initiation of the interaction and the moment of
handing over the object, in which the robot looks at the human.

6.1. Questionnaire

The questionnaire is composed of three parts in the following order: Negative Attitude
Toward Robot Scale (NARS), PAD evaluation using SAM scale, and Big Five personality
test. The aim for this questionnaire is to find out:

1. If the robot was able to convey intended emotion to human using null space;
2. If the personality and negative attitude toward the robot affects the interpretation of

the emotional motion.

The questionnaire was conducted via the internet using Google Form. The partici-
pants are recruited by a recruiting company (Whateverpartners Co., Ltd) via their platform
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through the internet. The participants received 110 Japanese yen after the questionnaire.
The informed consent was acquired at the beginning of the Google Form by providing
the information of the content and background of the research and possible risk for par-
ticipation. Participants were given the chance to freely express their comments on their
impressions at the end of the questionnaire. The actual questionnaire that is generated by
the author is available through the author’s Github repository [53] (URL is in Appendix A).

6.1.1. SAM Scale

The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) by Lang [54] was used to evaluate people’s
interpretation of the robot’s emotion. The SAM scale is a visual questionnaire composed of
three scales. Each scale is corresponding to a dimension of the PAD space. Lang conducted
a comparative analysis of measurement results from both the SAM and Mehrabian and
Russell’s PAD scales. The correlation coefficients between the two scales were 0.94 for
pleasure, 0.94 for arousal, and 0.66 for dominance [55]. The SAM scale can eliminate the
effects related to verbal measures because of its visual nature. The participants can also
write their responses fast and intuitively. The guidelines for a questionnaire with the SAM
scale can be found in [56]. The actual SAM scale that was used in this work is shown in
Figure 9. After observing the robot’s movements, the participants asked to evaluate the
PAD element level in the movements on a 5-point scale, referring to the SAM scale diagram.
After watching each video and estimating the PAD, the respondents were asked to rate on
a scale of 1 to 5 how confident they were in answering that PAD (1: not confident at all, 5:
very much confident). In this research, eight kinds of emotional motion were generated.
The order of the questions is randomized for each participants.

Figure 9. The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) by Lang [54]. This scale can eliminate the effects
related to verbal measures because of its visual nature and help participants write their responses
fast and intuitively.

6.1.2. Big Five Personality Test

The Big Five personality test [57] is a taxonomy of personality traits. The five dimen-
sions are defined as: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeable-
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ness, and Neuroticism. Although not all researchers agree on the Big Five, it is the most
powerful descriptive model of personality and is also a well-established basic framework
in the psychology field [57]. The Big Five has several methods to measure: International
Personal Item Pool (IPIP) [58], The Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) [59], Five Item
Personality Inventory (FIPI) [59], etc. The most frequently used measures of the Big Five
are items that are self-descriptive sentences [60]. In this work, the simplified version of the
Big Five personality traits questionnaire was used which consists of 15 Japanese questions.
This simplified version was based on TIPI-J by Oshio et al. [61]. This test was used in
Yue’s research [62] to diagnose the personality of humans interacting with robots. Each
three questions among 15 questions are corresponding to each dimension of the Big Five
taxonomy. In Yue’s work, it is shown that a person who has more openness to experience
tends to think robots are physically reliable (tough), independent and emotional (Agency).
Thus, the personality would indeed affect the perception of the robot. It will be helpful to
understand the trend of this human’s tendency for designing robot’s behavior in the future.

6.1.3. Negative Attitude Toward Robots Scale (NARS)

The Negative Attitude Toward Robot Scale (NARS) was developed to measure human
attitudes toward communication robots in daily-life [63]. This scale consists of fourteen
questionnaire items in Japanese. These 14 items are classified into three sub-scales: S1:
“Negative Attitude toward Situations of Interaction with Robots” (6 items), S2: “Negative
Attitude toward Social Influence of Robots” (5 items), and S3: “Negative Attitude toward
Emotions in Interaction with Robots” (3 items). Each question is answered on a five-point
scale (1: I strongly disagree, 2: I disagree, 3: Undecided, 4: I agree, 5: I strongly agree),
and the score of a person at each sub-scale is calculated by summing the scores of all the
items in the sub-scale. Thus, the minimum score and maximum score are 6 and 30 in S1, 5
and 25 in S2, and 3 and 15 in S3, respectively.

6.2. Experiment Description

The interaction between a person (actor) and the robot is recorded on a camera.
During the interaction, the robot performs an emotion transfer behavior designed by
the researcher. There are three different scenarios for the video: a positive scenario (PS),
a negative scenario (NS), and a positive scenario from frontal view without the human
(PSNH) as shown in Figure 10. The flow of the interactions is described below.

<Initializing an Interaction >

1. A robot is rearranging objects (Blue Cubes);
2. A person stands in front of the robot;
3. The robot notices the person and turns to face him;
4. The robot offers the object to him (emotion transfer behavior #1).

<Pattern 1 (Positive Scenario) >

1. The person accepts the object with an affirmative action (nodding);
2. Robot goes to pick up the second object (emotion transfer behavior #2);
3. The robot offers the second object to the person (emotion transfer behavior #3);
4. The person accepts the object with an affirmative action.

<Pattern 2 (Negative Scenario) >

1. The person makes a negative action and does not accept the object;
2. Robot returns the object to its original place (emotion Transfer Behavior #2).
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Figure 10. There are three different scenarios for the video. The first is a positive scenario (PS) where
a human makes an affirmative gesture (nodding) and accepts the object offered by the robot. The
second is a negative scenario (NS) where the human makes a negative gesture and does not accept
the object offered by the robot. Finally, a positive scenario from frontal view without the human
(PSNH) was prepared.

The main task was specified as the time-series 3D space position vector only and not
with rotation vector so that the robot has more redundant degree of freedom to express
motion in the null space. The duration was 7 seconds, and the joint angler velocity and
acceleration at the start and end point was set to zero. Each emotional behavior is pre-
generated, and the same emotional expression behavior is used in each scenario. After the
carrying task with emotional motion, the robot was switched to position-based control and
placed the object using a predefined position command without the null space motion,
whose duration is 3 s (see Figure 10).

7. Result

This section presents the results of the evaluation of the technical aspects of the
proposed method and the results of the evaluation related to human cognition. The results
of technical aspects show if the proposed method generates motions that actually contain
the desired motion features and if it is able to adjust it magnitude. There are four results of
human recognition. First, there is the quality of the emotion conveyance. The second is
the correspondence between the motion features (jerkiness, velocity, spatial extent) in the
movement and the perceived PAD values. The third result is a comparison between those
who estimated the robot’s emotions through positive scenarios and those who estimated
them through negative scenarios. Finally, the results of the comparison of the PAD values
perceived by those with high NARS and those with low scores are presented.

7.1. Generated Motions and Their Motion Features

The three-dimensional trajectory of emotion “Hostile” is shown in Figure 11. As the
figure shows, the 4th, 5th, and 6th joints are moving dynamically, while the end-defector
keeps the predefined trajectory.
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Figure 11. The three-dimensional trajectory of emotion ”Hostile”. As the figure shows, the 4th, 5th,
and 6th joints are moving dynamically while the end-defector keeps the predefined semicircle trajec-
tory.

The proposed method is capable of adjusting the degree of jerkiness, kinetic energy,
and spatial extent in the null space, respectively. In order to confirm this, the correspon-
dence between the motion feature parameters—Jr, Ve, and Sp—and the amount of the
desired motion features index in the actually generated movement is presented in Figure 12.
The dotted lines are lines approximated by the least-squares method. In all these cases,
there was a positive correlation between the control parameters of the motion feature—Jr,
Ve, and Sp—and the amount of the target movement elements in the movements produced
by them. In each figure, the two motion feature parameters other than the desired parame-
ter are varied between [0, 1]. For example, in the right figure of Figure 12, which is plotted
about the Jr parameter, the plot shows the parameters Vr and Sp varied from 0, 0.5, and 1,
respectively.

Although the originally simulated motions, which are plotted in blue color, show a
variety of motion features, the actually implemented motions, which are plotted in orange
color, show limited variance in the motion features. Especially, in case of jerkiness, it does
not show a wide rage of jerkiness even though the Jr parameter varies. The discussion
about this will follow in the subsequent Section 8.
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Figure 12. Motion features of each generated motion. The proposed method is capable of adjusting
the degree of jerkiness (a), kinetic energy (b), and spatial extent (c) in the null space, respectively.
Those plotted in circles are the motions generated in the simulation environment (blue), and those
plotted with star marks are the ones actually implemented to the real robot (orange).

7.2. Emotion Conveyance Results

Secondly, the results of the human perception of the robot’s emotions are presented.
Table 1 shows the ratings of the robot’s emotions by the participants who viewed the
aforementioned emotional expression videos in Section 6.2. The age distribution of the
participants was: 20s: 43 (male: 14, female: 29), 30s: 106 (male: 43, female: 63) and 40s: 118
(male: 64, female: 54); the total is 267. They all have a Japanese cultural background.
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Table 1. Results of the emotion conveyance questionnaire2.

(a) Positive Scenario (PS) Emotion
MEAN STD CONF MEAN1

[P, A, D] µP µA µD δP δA δD µC

Intermediate [0, 0, 0] −0.11 −0.27 −0.09 0.40 0.39 0.51 3.07
Exuberant [1, 1, 1] −0.21 −0.25 −0.02 0.47 0.41 0.49 3.24
Relaxed [1, −1, 1] −0.20 −0.33 −0.14 0.43 0.42 0.43 3.11
Anxious [−1, 1, −1] −0.17 −0.36 −0.16 0.44 0.42 0.54 3.03
Bore/Docile [ x, −1, −1] −0.14 −0.31 −0.01 0.50 0.43 0.53 2.99
Disdainful [−1, −1, 1] −0.22 −0.08 −0.22 0.53 0.49 0.56 3.27
Hostile [−1, 1, 1] −0.06 0.35 0.06 0.67 0.53 0.55 3.84
Dependent [1, 1, −1] −0.16 −0.37 −0.09 0.41 0.44 0.50 3.07

(b) Negative Scenario (NS) Emotion
MEAN STD CONF MEAN1

[P, A, D] µP µA µD δP δA δD µC

Intermediate [0, 0, 0] −0.41 −0.45 −0.33 0.43 0.41 0.46 2.92
Exuberant [1, 1, 1] −0.24 −0.28 −0.21 0.42 0.42 0.49 3.30
Relaxed [1, −1, 1] −0.30 −0.36 −0.20 0.39 0.44 0.55 3.08
Anxious [−1, 1, −1] −0.46 −0.41 −0.39 0.35 0.45 0.43 2.92
Bore/Docile [ x, −1, −1] −0.40 −0.35 −0.29 0.39 0.39 0.41 3.02
Disdainful [−1, −1, 1] −0.20 −0.03 −0.14 0.47 0.47 0.51 3.26
Hostile [−1, 1, 1] −0.17 0.29 −0.09 0.48 0.49 0.50 3.28
Dependent [1, 1, −1] −0.39 −0.48 −0.26 0.42 0.38 0.44 2.94

(c) PS Without Human (PSNH) Emotion
MEAN STD CONF MEAN1

[P, A, D] µP µA µD δP δA δD µC

Intermediate [0, 0, 0] −0.09 −0.35 −0.11 0.39 0.42 0.51 2.75
Exuberant [1, 1, 1] −0.09 −0.28 −0.05 0.45 0.43 0.49 2.95
Relaxed [1, −1, 1] −0.15 −0.39 −0.11 0.45 0.46 0.51 2.80
Anxious [−1, 1, −1] −0.13 −0.33 −0.09 0.38 0.43 0.50 2.73
Bore/Docile [ x, −1, −1] −0.08 −0.28 0.04 0.41 0.50 0.53 2.77
Disdainful [−1, −1, 1] −0.15 −0.04 −0.21 0.56 0.55 0.56 3.37
Hostile [−1, 1, 1] −0.08 0.30 −0.10 0.66 0.61 0.56 3.75
Dependent [1, 1, −1] −0.07 −0.30 −0.01 0.42 0.49 0.50 2.68

1 “CONF MEAN” is the mean of the confidence values: how confident they were in answering that PAD (1: not
confident at all, 5: very much confident). In the “MEAN” column, those highlighted in bold are those for which
the majority of participants guessed the PAD value in the correct direction. 2 (a) A total of 70 answers are acquired
for PS. (b) A total of 87 answers are acquired for NS. (c) A total of 110 answers are acquired for PSNH.

There are three different scenarios for the video: a positive scenario (PS), a negative
scenario (NS), and a positive scenario from the frontal view without the human (PSNH).
Of the 267 respondents, 70 viewed and answered to PS, 87 viewed and answered to NS,
and 110 answered to PSNH.

The values of the PAD parameters representing each emotion are shown besides the
emotion. In the “MEAN” column, those highlighted in bold are those for which the majority
of participants guessed the PAD value in the correct direction. “CONF MEAN” is the mean
of the confidence values; after watching each video and estimating the PAD, the respondents
were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 how confident they were in answering that PAD
(1: not confident at all, 5: very much confident). In the row of “Bored” and “Docile”, “ x”
represents any value between 0 and 1. The reason why they share the same row is that the
motion feature parameters Ve and Sp of the motion assigned to these two emotions are both
0, which leads to zero amplitude of the emotional motion in Equation (11). This means that
for these emotions, the null space motion will be no motion at all.

The following is a summary of the comments that were voluntarily answered at the
end of the survey. A total of 113 comments were received. Of these, 38 mentioned that
it was difficult to read the robot’s emotions. Conversely, 17 expressed that the robot was
emotionally expressive. Of the participants who commented that it was difficult to read
emotions, while eight people commented that they could not read emotions due to the
lack of facial expression. A total of 41 people left positive comments about the experiment,
which were hopeful about the future of robots and humans. On the other hand, seven
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people commented on their fear of robots and their desire for thoughtful development of
intelligent robots.

Here is the relationship between the magnitude of the motion features in each emo-
tional movement and the perceived PAD values (Figure 13). Each plot represents each
emotional motion, and the dotted lines are lines approximated by the least-squares method.
While kinetic energy and perceived arousal level have positive correlation as other re-
searchers suggest, the other two motion features did not vary much, and correlation was
not that obvious from those results.

Figure 13. Motion features and perceived emotions. Each plot represents a different emotion, and the
dotted line is the approximate line by the least squares method. Each figure is for jerkiness (a), kinetic
energy (b), and geometric entropy (c). “Hostile” was the only one with a distinctive motion features,
while the other emotions were similar.

“Hostile” has a distinct value in terms of the motion feature as it intended. On the
other hand, the movements other than Hostile were almost identical in terms of movement
characteristics. This must be the reason why the emotion conveyance was not proper as
seen in Table 1.

Table 2 compares the responses of those who estimated PAD by observing a positive
scenario with those who responded by viewing a negative scenario. p-values are obtained
using the “Mann–Whitney U Test”, and elements that are Significantly different (p < 0.05)
are highlighted in bold.

Table 2. Comparison between the group who estimated PAD by observing a positive scenario and the
one that estimated PAD with the negative scenario.

Positive vs. Negative

Emotion pP pA pD

Hostile 0.18 0.18 0.04
Exuberant 0.30 0.31 0.01
Dependent 0.00 0.05 0.01
Anxious 0.00 0.28 0.01
Disdainful 0.37 0.34 0.17
Relaxed 0.05 0.36 0.24
Bored/Docile 0.00 0.30 0.00
Intermediate 0.00 0.00 0.00

p-values are obtained using the “Mann–Whitney U Test”. Significant differences (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.

This evaluation was conducted by right-tailed evaluation. To clarify, let F(u) and G(u)
be the cumulative distribution functions of the distributions underlying x, an answer from
PS and y, and an answer from NS, respectively. In this case, the distribution underlying
x is stochastically grater than the distribution underlying y, i.e., F(u) > G(u) for all u.
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Thus, positive scenarios tended to be perceived with higher pleasure and dominance than
negative ones.

Finally, Table 3 compares the answers of robot emotion (PAD) estimation tendencies
of those with high and low NARS scores. Significant differences (p < 0.1) are highlighted
in bold.

Table 3. Comparison between the group with high and low NARS scores.

NARS High vs. Low

Emotion pP pA pD

Bore/Docile 0.01 0.00 0.07
Anxious 0.55 0.19 0.87
Dependent 0.05 0.00 0.06
Disdainful 0.12 0.35 0.30
Relaxed 0.01 0.12 0.01
Intermediate 0.01 0.01 0.04
Exuberant 0.04 0.01 0.38
Hostile 0.06 0.23 0.18

p-values are obtained using the “Mann-Whitney U Test”. Significant differences (p < 0.1) are highlighted in bold.

This evaluation was completed by left-tailed evaluation. To clarify, let F(u) and G(u)
be the cumulative distribution functions of the distributions underlying x, an answer from
high NARS people and y, and an answer from low NARS people, respectively. In this
case, the distribution underlying x is stochastically less than the distribution underlying
y, i.e., F(u) < G(u) for all u. Thus, people who has less negative attitudes toward robots
tended to perceive robot emotion with higher pleasure, arousal and dominance.

It was difficult to draw clear-cut conclusions about the high and low Big Five personal-
ity factors and the perception of robot’s emotion. This is because the observed correlations
were limited because robot’s emotional expressions were not so different from each other,
as mentioned in Figure 13.

8. Discussion

Prior research has shown that motion features such as kinetic energy, jerkiness, and spa-
tial extent affect human’s perception of emotions. Our approach seeks to change these
elements through modulating the emotional parameters (PAD). The perceived emotion and
the intensity of each movement element are in reference to previous research as described
in Section 5.2.

The movements executed in the simulation environment were highly variable, whereas
those that were implemented in the actual robot were relatively unvarying. The gap
between the implementation and the simulation was due to safety concerns.

The Nextage-Open is capable of conducting industrial operations with high control
accuracy. Therefore, it is equipped with heavy/powerful motors. The actor’s safety was our
primary concern, so in the experiment, we limited the range of movements and joint velocity
following the regulations based on the ISO/TS 15066 and ISO 10218-1 [33]. In addition,
the joint angular jerkiness was limited to prevent any damage to the robot system.

According to ISO/TS 15066, the contact between a robot and a human is classified
into two types: transient contact and quasi-static contact. Transient contact is defined
as physical contact between the robot and human that lasts less than 0.5 seconds, i.e., a
collision. Quasi-static contact is defined as contact that lasts longer than 0.5 seconds and is
classified as a “pinching” accident.

ISO/TS 15066 also describes the maximum allowable pressure, which indicates how
much force the human body can take before becoming injured. For example, in quasi-static
contact, pressure of up to 150 N on the neck, 210 N for the back, and 140 N for the fingers
are permissible. However, these numbers are simply indicators of when injury occurs, so
they cannot be used as safety measures for motion generation. To avoid extreme cases,
ISO/TS 15066 provides safety design measures such as speed limits to forces and torques.
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Table 4, which is from the same ISO document, provides a more realistic guide in ensuring
the safety of cooperative robots.

The requirements specified in ISO/TS 15066 and ISO 10218-1 state that the moving
speed of an industrial robot that can be used as a cooperative robot must not exceed
250 mm/s. When applied to the robot used in our study (torso–right arm: 12 kg), the maxi-
mum kinetic energy that can be exerted is roughly 0.375 (kgm2/s2). Therefore, an indus-
trial robot is required to express emotional behavior in the range of 0–0.375 (kgm2/s2).
Considering that the maximum value of kinetic energy in the implemented motion was
0.72 (kgm2/s2), it is clear that our method implements almost the maximum value of
motion that can be adapted safely. The presented results show that emotional movements
in the range of 0–0.375 (kgm2/s2) are difficult for people to discriminate. In other words,
current industrial robots must exaggerate their movements to a dangerous degree in order
to express distinct emotions in a comprehensible manner. Thus, collision avoidance tech-
niques and soft robots are needed to deal with this problem. In order for robots to move
freely in human society, it is necessary to take human safety into consideration and abide
by relevant laws. In light of this, soft robots and robots made of light materials will have an
advantage in entering human society.

Table 4. Allowable energy transfer for each body part from ISO/TS 15066 [33].

Physical Domain Transmissible Energy [J] Physical Domain Transmissible Energy [J]

Head/Brow 0.23 Pelvis 2.6
Face 0.11 Upper Arm/Elbow Joint 1.5
Neck 0.84 Lower Arm/Wrist Joint 1.3
Back/Shoulder 2.5 Palm/Finger 0.49
Chest 1.6 Thigh/Knee 1.9
Abdomen 2.4 Lower Leg 0.52

Another reason that participants were unable to distinguish between emotional mo-
tions may be that the conversion from PAD parameters to JrVeSp parameters was not
appropriate. In particular, there is room for improvement in the conversion of the Ve
parameter, which is responsible for the amplitude of the motion in the null space. As shown
in Figure 13, only “Hostile” had a noticeable change in the movement component. This
is due to the fact that when converting PAD parameters to Ve through fv in Equation (9),
the Ve parameters were set to take a range of 0 to 0.5 except for the case of “hostile”. The Ve
parameters were not scattered between 0 and 1 but clustered between 0 and 0.5, resulting
in similar movements of the elements of the behavior except for the case of ”hostile”.

As shown in Table 1, for all three scenarios, the majority correctly estimated the
“arousal” level of “bored”, “hostile”, and “relaxed”. However, most of the items in the table
have a standard deviation of more than 0.4, which suggests that participants had difficulty
discerning emotions.

Between the responses when viewing the robot-only video (PSNH) and when viewing
the HRI video (PS, NS), participants were relatively more confident in their estimation of
emotion when viewing the HRI. This suggests that the context of the interaction greatly
affected the recognition of emotion in the HRI, especially if it was difficult to find differences
in emotional behavior. As shown in Table 2, the positive scenarios tended to be perceived
with higher pleasure and dominance than the negative ones. The participants who observed
the NS provided the following comments referring to the context of the interaction:

“I felt a little sorry for the robots that always got turned down.”

“It was easy to get a negative impression because I felt sad that the robot’s offer was not
accepted.”

“The way the robot looked at people when they approached, and the way it seemed to be
disappointed after being rejected were very human-like.”
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In addition to the context of the interactions, prejudice toward robots also altered the
emotional readings. Table 3 shows that those with high NARS were more likely to interpret
the robot emotion PAD as low.

These results suggest that emotion judgments are made based on the emotion expres-
sion behavior, the content of the interaction (story), and the observer’s impression of the
robot. In this case, because it was difficult to read emotions from the robot’s movements,
the observers either rationalized the emotions from the scenario or perceived low negative
emotions by unconsciously projecting their own prejudices toward the robot.

There were eight comments that referred to the robot’s facial expressions and facial
movements, which were not used as emotional expression movements at this time. Those
comments indicated that facial expressions and gaze (facial orientation) play an important
role in conveying emotional information for humanoid robots. These elements are comple-
mentary, so that if one is missing, the others compensate for it, and then people try make
sense of the emotion.

9. Conclusions

Sharing emotions between humans and robots is one of the most important elements
of human–robot interaction (HRI). Through sharing emotion, people may find HRI socially
variable and robots would be able to work at full capacity without aversion/disturbance
from people.

We introduced a method of conveying emotions through a robot arm while it simulta-
neously executes other tasks. Our method utilizes a null space control scheme to exploit
the kinematic redundancy of a robot manipulator. The null space control is for adding
sub-tasks (additional motion) to the robot without affecting the task at the end-effector.
We have also presented an effective motion generating method that combines manipu-
lability ellipsoid and null space control. This method enables the robot to continue to
move within the redundant degrees of freedom. Prior research has shown that motion
features such as kinetic energy, jerkiness, and spatial extent affect humans’ perception
of emotion. Thus, our approach seeks to adjust these features through modulating the
emotional parameters (PAD).

Nextage-Open was used to implement the proposed method, and the HRI was
recorded on video. Eight different emotions (Bored, Anxious, Dependent, Disdainful,
Relaxed, Hostile, Exuberant, and Intermediate) were expressed for each interaction. Then,
a questionnaire containing the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale, Negative Attitude
Toward Robot Scale (NARS), and Big Five personality test was conducted via the internet
using Google Forms.

Responses were collected from 267 people, and the results suggested that even when
industrial machines perform emotional behaviors within the safety standards set by ISO/TS
15066, it is difficult to provide enough variety of motion for each emotion to be distin-
guished. However, the analysis of the generated motions in simulation showed that the
proposed method can adjust the important motion features through modulating the motion
feature parameters Jr, Ve, andSp. Furthermore, the results suggest that emotion judgments
are made based on the influence of the emotion expressing behavior, the context of the
interaction (scenario), the observer’s impression of the robot, and gaze/facial expression,
and these factors compensate for each other. In our study, because the robot’s emotional
motion was difficult to distinguish, the observers either rationalized the emotions from
the scenario or perceived low PAD emotions (negative, less active and passive) by uncon-
sciously projecting their own prejudices toward the robot.

Based on the results of the motion generation and user test in this study, the next
research direction is defined. Two specific points would be additionally verified. The first
is to update the mapping in the conversion from emotion (PAD parameter) to affective
motion elements (JVSp parameter). In order to effectively map the findings from the
cognitive engineering and kansei engineering fields, the mapping presented in Figure 6
could be improved so that the degree of motion feature is changed more adequately as the
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emotion (PAD parameter) changed. The second is the implementation of the presented
method using smaller and safer robots. In this case, a large and powerful industrial robot
was utilized, which resulted in the speed of movement being greatly limited for safety
reasons. On the other hand, a smaller robot arm would be able to safely realize emotionally
expressive movements with rich variations, which would be more visually stimulating for
people.

Finally, if a robot unilaterally expresses emotions while ignoring the person’s emotional
state, there will be no empathy between the two. A system that observes the person’s
reactions and express emotions accordingly (human-in-loop) is also necessary and will be
our next research direction. Moreover, because some robotic arms do not have practical
joint position limits, (e.g., the Kinova Jaco arm), another interesting direction for this
research would be to explore the possibility of expressing emotions through non-human
like movements.
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Appendix A. Actual Questionnaire [53]

https://github.com/shohei1536/Appendix-IJSR (accessed on 31 August 2022).

Appendix B. Mapping Function fv

fv([PAD]) = 0.125×r
S2β+π

× (4− Pn)

[Pn, An, Dn] = [P + 1, A + 1, D + 1]

r =
√

A2
n + D2
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S2β+π = 2 + (2−
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2)sin(2β + π)

β = cos−1(Dn
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